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Abstract
The performances of two hybrid thermoelectric photovoltaic systems are compared. In the first instance, a photovoltaic (PV) device and a thermoelectric generator (TEG) are optically coupled using a vacuum–sealed compound parabolic
concentrator (CPC). As an alternative, PV and TEG devices are thermally coupled putting them directly in contact to each other. Single–junction a–Si and
heterojunction Cu2 ZnSnS4 (CZTS) have been considered as PV systems. The
two systems are studied by varying the heat transfer coefficient of the cooling
system between the TEG cold side and the ambient, the TEG device fill factor,
and the optical concentration. Hybridization, in both configurations, always
enhances the efficiencies, up to ≈ 57% for single-junction a-Si and up to ≈ 35%
for the heterojunction CZTS. It will be shown that while direct thermal contact
enables larger efficiencies, optical coupling grants lower temperatures at the PV
side, enhancing reliability and lifetime. Further advantages and limitations of
both configurations will be discussed.
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1. Introduction
A sustainable energy future is a key challenge for the XXI Century. A
large reduction in greenhouse gas emissions is needed and urgent to limit global
warming and its consequence on human health [1, 2]. Solar energy is nowadays
the leading renewable source and photovoltaics is a well–assessed key renewable
technology. However, trade-off between cost and conversion efficiency sets its
competitiveness [2]. In fact, in order to significantly decrease the levelised cost
of energy (LCOE) from PV plants without the aid of feed–in tariff and fiscal
or financial incentives, maintenance and investment costs have to be reduced,
while conversion efficiency needs to be further increased [3].
Thin-film solar cells based on a-Si homojunction or Cu2 ZnSnS4 (CZTS)
absorber with Cd-free buffer layer (e.g. ZnS) do not contain either toxic or
rare/critical materials [3, 4, 5]. Unfortunately, they display a low conversion
efficiency. For CZTS a record efficiency of 9.1% was reached in laboratory
[5, 6]. Instead, a stabilised efficiency of ≈10% was obtained for single-junction
cells and sub-modules [7].
In a single-junction PV device, the inherent difficulty lies in the efficient conversion of the whole solar spectrum using a single absorbing material. Use of a
layered and multi-bandgap structure made of different stacked materials (multijunction cells) is a common solution. Other possibilities include intermediateband solar cell [8], up- and down-converters [9] and light-trapping strategies
[10, 11]. Such approaches require however sophisticated manufacturing and are
not yet technologically mature. A much simpler and more often used way to
increase electric power densities is to use optical concentration, a very efficient
manner to reduce the cost of the devices by minimizing expensive active materials [12].
As an alternative to increase efficiency (so as to decrease LCOE), technology
has also aimed at absorbing the sub-bandgap solar radiation, thus using it as
heat to be converted into warm water [13, 14, 15], or electricity. Moreover, in
principle also the heat released by PV conversion may be used in hybrid systems.
Thermoelectric devices are natural candidates for such a heat-to-electricity direct conversion, and hybrid thermoelectric-photovoltaic (HTEPV) devices are
nearer-term solutions due to the well established technology of thermoelectric generators (TEGs) and of single-junction PV cells [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
Promising experimental results [22] further motivate this effort.
In this work we report a computational study focused on the hybridization of two state-of-the-art devices built on single-junction a-Si and heterojunction CZTS. The evaluation of the hybridization potential for these materials
is unprecedented, since most of the effort up to now has focused on silicon
[23, 24, 25, 26, 27], organic and DSSC [28, 19], multi-junction [29, 30, 31], and
CIGS solar cells [32, 33]. The choice of a-Si and CZTS in this work has been motivated by the mid-high value of their energy gaps that, as reported in previous
publications [20, 21], make them more suitable to thermoelectric hybridization.
We hybridize the materials in two different configurations. In the first instance,
PV cell and TEG are optically coupled (OC) preventing the two generators to
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be in physical contact to each other (OC-HTEPV). To this purpose, a transparent back contact, and a vacuum–sealed compound parabolic concentrator
(CPC) are used. So, the sub-bandgap portion of the solar spectrum is concentrated onto the hot upper side of the TEG, so that the PV cell does not warm
up while one reaches high temperatures at the TEG front. This is basically a
spectrum-splitting approach. However in the reported system there is no need
of an external beam splitter, as in spectrum-splitting technologies [34, 35, 36]
because the solar cell itself acts as a beam splitter. In the second case, PV and
TEG devices are thermally coupled putting them in direct contact. In this way
the temperature of PV cells with direct thermal contact (TC) is higher but both
the sub-bandgap portion of the solar spectrum and all the waste heat out of the
PV cell is made available to the TEG.
For the sake of semplicity the two systems are studied by varying only the
TEG device fill factor, the optical concentration, and the heat transfer coefficient at the TEG cold side. These parameters are the key factors to understand
weaknesses and strengths of the coupling and cooling strategies for the two
photovoltaic options. The thermoelectric material and the figure of merit were
both set: the device legs have been assumed made of p-type and n-type nanostructured Bi2 Te3 as reported by Kraemer et al. [37] and references therein.
The contact and substrates resistances were neglected and the solar irradiance
and ambient temperature were also kept constant, as they do not impact the
comparison between TC and OC layouts. In this way we provide for the first
time a complete analysis of the improvements achievable by PV-thermoelectric
hybridization scanning all the physically relevant parameters ruling solar hybrid
conversion. Furthermore, system scalability issues will be also discussed. It will
be shown how module area rules power demand of heat dissipaters, another
point often disregarded in literature.
2. Hybrid devices description
The schemes of the two hybrid systems considered in this work are displayed
in Fig. 1. The OC-HTEPV combines a bi–facial solar cell with a CPC concentrating the sub-gap portion of the solar spectrum onto the hot side of the TEG.
The CPC is a non-imaging concentrator mainly composed by two parabolic mirror segments that trap sun rays coming from any angle between the axis of CPC
and the acceptance angle. The two faced segments of parabola reflect incoming
light on the flat place receiver located at the base. Details of CPC operation are
reported elsewhere [38, 39, 40]. In the OC-HTEPV the advantage of the temperature decoupling between the PV and TEG parts will be shown to positively
impact on the HTEPV efficiency. However, OC-HTEPVs need a transparent
solar cell back-contact, and a suitable solar selective absorber (SSA) to operate.
In the TC-HTEPV system, instead, the TEG is placed underneath the solar
cell, in direct physical contact with it. Both the sub-gap part of the solar
spectrum and the heat released by carrier thermalization are converted into
heat by means of an opaque back-contact. Thus, PV bottom part and TEG top
side are at the same temperature. Therefore, a convenient compromise between
4

Figure 1: Scheme of the two HTEPV devices studied in this work. The expected distribution
of temperatures, with the fundamental temperature nodes, and the thermal resistances among
them are also displayed. The red arrows indicate the input nodes, while the vertical arrows
show the expected temperature gradients.

a large temperature difference at TEG ends and the low temperature is needed
to prevent PV efficiency degradation.
Figure 1 also reports the expected temperature distributions of the two system, along with the temperature nodes, and the thermal resistances among
them. For the OC system the main temperature drop occurs at the TEG ends
TH and TC , and the PV stage is expected to work at relatively low temperature. Therefore, the PV temperature (Tpv ) may be taken equal to that of the
encapsulation (Tenc ). For the TC system, instead, Tpv is equal to TH .
In both devices the PV and the TEG stages are connected to two different
electrical loads so that the HTEPV output power is simply the sum of those of
the PV cell and of the TEG.
3. Model description
The core of the model used in this work relies on the comparison between
hybrid system efficiency (ηhtepv ), and the PV sole efficiency (ηpv ). The HTEPV
efficiency reads
ηhtepv (T ) = ηpv (T ) + ηteg (T )ηot (T ) =
= ηpv (T ) + ηTEG,tot (T )
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where ηot is, following Chen [41], the system efficiency in converting the optical
input power into the thermal current that flows through the TEG.
Since ηhtepv (as all its components) is a function of the temperature, its
estimate requires the solution of the pertinent thermal circuit problem. Details
about the thermal circuits along with the equations used to model them may
be found in a previous publication [40]. Here we report only an outline of the
system physics.
We assume that ηpv linearly degrades with temperature:
0
ηpv (T ) = ηpv
[1 − γ(Tpv − Tsc )]

(1)

0
where ηpv
is the PV efficiency at standard temperature (Tsc =25 ◦ C), and γ is
the temperature coefficient.
0
is set to 7% for a single-junction a-Si module [42], and to
In this work ηpv
9.1% for CZTS cell [7]. The temperature coefficient γ is taken instead to be
0.15 %/K for a-Si, and 0.17 %/K for CZTS [43, 44].
The thermoelectric efficiency depends on the thermoelectric figure of merit
(Z) and on the temperature at its hot and cold sides:
√
1 + Z T̄ − 1
TH − TC
√
(2)
ηteg =
TH
1 + Z T̄ + TC /TH

Throughout this paper we set Z = 0.003 K−1 , independent of the temperature, so that ZT ≈ 1 for TH ≈ 100 ◦ C and TC ≈ 25 ◦ C [40, 37, 45, 46, 47].
The opto-thermal efficiency is instead the ratio between the heat flowing
within the TEG (Qteg ) and the overall incoming solar power (SG):
ηot =

Qteg
SG

(3)

One may write Qteg as the difference between the heat incoming at the TEG
in
) and the heat lost through thermal shunts between the device
hot surface (Pteg
and the environment. In both OC and TC configurations the main sources of
thermal shunts are the heat dissipation at the device front and the radiative
exchange between the hot and cold sides of the TEG device.
The power absorbed by the TEG for the TC case is the sum of the heat
generated by the back contact upon conversion of the sub-gap fraction of the
solar spectrum (L2a ) and the heat generated by carrier thermalization, namely
in,TC
Pteg
= SGτenc [(αbc L2a ) + (1 − (L2a + ηpv ))]

(4)

where τenc is the encapsulation transmittance, and αbc is the back-contact absorption coefficient. As shown by the second addend in square bracket of Eq. 4
we assume that the portion of the solar spectrum over the gap not converted by
the solar cell into electrical work is fully converted in heat by carriers thermalization. We therefore neglect radiative recombination which marginally contribute
to the overall balance [48].
6

In the OC case, where there are two input nodes, heat generated by carrier
thermalization is radiatively transmitted to the TEG:
in,OC
Ppv
= [1 − (L2a + ηpv )] τenc SG

(5)

In addition, the sub-band gap portion of the solar spectrum is converted by the
SSA after being concentrated by the CPC:
in,OC
PSSA
= αssa ρcpc L2a τenc SG

(6)

where αssa is the SSA absorption coefficient, and ρcpc the CPC optical transmittance. Thus
in,OC
in,OC
in,OC
Pteg
= f Ppv
+ PSSA
(7)
where f is the ratio with which the heat power generated within the PV cell
flows towards the TEG device instead than towards the device front surface.
Such a ratio manifestly depends on the thermal resistances encountered by the
heat flowing respectively toward the top Rup and toward the bottom Rdown of
the device as
Rup
f=
(8)
Rup + Rdown
To solve the thermal circuit and to calculate the system efficiencies a Wolfram Mathematica R spreadsheet was developed using the Newton-Raphson convergence algorithm. Further details concerning the thermal resistances of the
two circuits and the algorithms used to solve them are reported in a previous
publication [40].
3.1. Maximum efficiency
In thermoelectrics the fill factor is generally defined as
F Fteg =

Ap + An
Ateg

(9)

where Ateg is the TEG area while Ap and An are respectively the areas of the
p and n thermoelectric legs. In this work, instead, the HTEPV fill factor is
written as
Ap + An
F Fhtepv =
(10)
S
(where S is the PV area) as this definition better accounts for the thermoelectric
material needed within the TEG device per unit area. Since Copt is defined as
S/Ateg , one gets that F Fteg = Copt F Fhtepv . In the TC system there is no optical
concentration, so that Copt = 1, and F Fhtepv = F Fteg . In the OC case, instead,
all computations reported in this subsection assume Copt = 4, a choice that
implies a CPC acceptance angle of about 15◦ , requiring only seasonal tracking
adjustments for east-west orientation instead of a full tracking system.
In this subsection we aim at computing the F Fhtepv leading to the maximum
efficiency. Thus we fix both the TEG geometry and the heat transfer coefficient.
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Parameter

Symbol

Value

Units

PV efficiency at Tsc

0
ηpv

PV efficiency temperature coefficient

γ

Sub-gap fraction of the solar spectrum

L2a

7.0 (a-Si)
9.1 (CZTS)
0.15 (a-Si)
0.17 (CZTS)
0.48 (a-Si)
0.39 (CZTS)
0.94
0.95
0.95
200
1000
298
1.22
0.003
1.0
2.25 × 10−4
6 × 104

%
%
%/K
%/K
–
–
–
–
–
W/m2 K
W/m2
K
–
K−1
W/mK
V/K
Ω−1 m−1

τenc
αbc =αssa
ρcpc
U
G
Ta √
p
L/ An =L/ Ap
Z
κ
|αp,n |
σ

Thermal exchange coefficient
Ambient temperature
TEG leg aspect ratio
Thermoelectric figure of merit
Leg thermal conductivity
Seebeck coefficient
Leg electrical conductivity

Table 1: List of parameters used in this work.

More exactly,
we set
p the TEG leg length L in such a way that the geometrical
√
ratio L/ An = L/ Ap be constant. Table 3.1 summarizes all parameter values.
Figure 2 (left) displays TH and the difference of temperature at the TEG
sides ∆T as a function of F Fhtepv , for both systems and geometries. As expected, TH and ∆T increase when the fill factor decreases. This is simply due
to the fact that a larger F Fhtepv implies wider legs, and this grants a lower TEG
thermal resistance and, ultimately, a more effective heat dissipation. Furthermore, temperatures are higher for the TC case because of the direct thermal
coupling between the PV and TEG parts.
Since for the TC system TH = Tpv , it is important to remark that PV
temperatures higher than 450 K (generally reached for fill factors lower than
0.2) may damage the PV device.
Minor differences are found between a-Si and CZTS cells, especially for the
TC geometry. The small differences observed in the OC systems are due to
their energy gaps (and thus to the different L2a values). Such differences are
smoothed out in the TC geometries as αbc is very close to one (cf. Eq. (4)). It
should also be noted that in the OC cases TH for a-Si is slightly higher. Thus,
one may expect a slightly larger TEG efficiency with a-Si cells.
Opto-thermal efficiency is instead much higher in the TC case (Fig. 2, right).
This is due to two factors, namely the larger amount of heat collected by the
TEG, that here may also include that arising from carrier thermalization; and
the lower thermal resistance between PV and TEG sections. As a result, TEG
efficiency is improved. This is clearly shown in Fig. 3, left, where the TEG
efficiency ηteg,tot is plotted as a function of F Fhtepv . In TC geometries ηteg,tot
8

Figure 2: (left) TEG TH and TEG ∆T vs. F Fhtepv , and (right) ηot vs. F Fhtepv for the two
systems and the two materials considered in this work. Full and dashed lines refer to OC and
TC geometries.

Figure 3: (left) ηteg,tot vs. F Fhtepv , and (right) ηhtepv vs. F Fhtepv for the two systems and the
two materials considered in this work. Full and dashed lines refer to OC and TC geometries.

displays a maximum at F Fhtepv values nearly one order of magnitude larger
than in the OC case. Note also that while in the former coupling scheme ηteg,tot
is insensitive to the PV material, in the latter it is larger when hybridizing a-Si
PV cells. This is once again due to the differences in L2a .
Beyond these differences, all HTEPV systems are found to perform better
than the sole PV generator (Fig. 3, right). The maximum improvement is
however larger for a-Si, with enhancements of ≈ 57% (TC) and ≈ 42% (OC).
With CZTS one finds instead an improvement of ≈ 35% (TC) and ≈ 24%
(OC). Once again, that the maximum ηhtepv be larger in the TC case is a direct
consequence of the higher opto-thermal efficiency. Note also how the maximum
9

Figure 4: Maximum HTEPV efficiency as a function of the dissipater thermal coefficient U .
Note that in all cases the efficiency reaches a plateau around 200 W/m2 K.

is much narrower for TC schemes due to the rapid decrease of the PV efficiency
with temperature. For both materials efficiencies reach maxima for smaller
HTEPV fill factors in OC systems, meaning that such a geometry requires less
thermoelectric material per unit area.
4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Role of concentration and dissipater thermal coefficient
We further proceeded to optimize the power output upon the concentration
and the dissipater thermal coefficient U .
The maximum HTEPV efficiency (ηhetpv,max ) as a function of U is displayed
in Fig. 4. Three possible values of Copt are considered for OC. In all cases we
took a PV area S of 0.018 m2 to keep CPC size acceptable. One finds that,
although the efficiency of the TC systems is larger (Fig. 3), its power output
is smaller since the optical concentration enhances the input power in the OC
system. Note also that maximum efficiency reaches a plateau for values of U
larger than 200 W/m2 K, with improvements less than ≈ 2.5% for U values in
excess of 70-80 W/m2 K. Thus, moderate heat exchanges are needed to enable
suitable temperature differences across the TEG section. Nonetheless, they are
not achievable using passive dissipater. Therefore, the power consumption of
the heat dissipater, that has clearly to be subtracted from the HTEPV power
output, needs to be quantified. To this purpose we used the dissipater design,
with parallel circular channels proposed by Yazawa and Shakouri [49]. Diameter, number of channels, and heat exchanger thickness were sized following
impedance matching condition, so that convection from the fin surface match
that of the flowing fluid [50]. We further assumed a fluid laminar flow, since in
all cases Reynolds number were verified to be low [51].
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Figure 5: Electrical power output and power consumption by water-based and air-based active
heat exchangers versus U at maximum efficiency for TC geometries. Data are reported for
sub-module assemblies from 1 to 100 sub-modules.

Limiting to the TC case, one obtains (Fig. 5) that air convection is convenient
only for very low U values, as for larger values the power needed to force the
air flow becomes comparable to that produced by the cell itself. Water-based
dissipaters are far more effective and less demanding as of power consumption,
enabling effective heat extraction with a negligible reduction of the net cell
power output.
Realistic computations for the OC geometry would require a deeper analysis
of the reciprocal orientation of the HTEPV sub-modules. However the ratio
between the electric power output and the dissipater power consumption may
only be better than in TC geometries since the area to be cooled down is smaller.
Thus, the general conclusion may be drawn that water-based dissipation is a
viable, power-effective solution to enhance the effiiency of HTEPV devices.

4.2. Role of the ambient conditions
Ambient conditions may play a relevant role on the final system efficiency.
The effect of the ambient temperature Ta , and of the solar irradiation G as a
function of U was considered(Fig. 6). As expected, an increase of Ta leads to a
decrease of the system efficiency and vice versa, manly because of a reduction
of the heat gradient between the hot and cold thermoelectric sides. Concerning instead solar irradiation, smaller efficiencies are found for smaller values
of G because of the smaller incoming power, which leads in turn to a smaller
temperature difference across the TEG sides.
In general, the effect of the solar irradiation is more important than that of
the ambient temperature, and it affects more the TC systems than the OC ones.
This can be explained considering that the ambient conditions mainly impact on
the thermoelectric part of the system. Since in the TC case the thermoelectric
11

Figure 6: Maximum HTEPV efficiency as a function of the dissipater thermal coefficient U
under different ambient conditions. For the sake of clarity, for the OC layout only the case
Copt = 4 is reported.

contribution is larger than in the OC system, TC systems are more sensitive to
ambient condition variations.
The effect of the wind velocity on the system efficiency was computed instead
using the well–known empirical equation [52]
h = 2.8 + 3.0v

(11)

which sets the convective heat loss coefficient h at the encapsulation top surface
as a function of the wind velocity v. The influence of this parameter was found
to be very marginal (on average an absolute value of ≈ 0.1% passing from 2
to 5 m/s). This is mostly due to the fact that in all the systems the thermal
exchange from the cell top is minimal. Therefore, since wind velocity changes
only the heat dissipation at system top surface its effect on the efficiency is
negligible.
4.3. Technological limitations
Although TC-HTEPV converters are found to outperform their OC counterpart (Fig. 3), the temperature equalization between PV cell and TEG hot
side sets additional constraints. As mentioned, if TH is too high some of the PV
components, such as the contact grid, or even some of the layers of the PV part,
may suffer short- or long-term degradation. This point is made even clearer by
plotting the value of TH at maximum HTEPV efficiency for the TC case (Fig.
7). One finds that TH ranges between 500 and 520 K for a-Si, and between 480
and 500 K for CZTS (blue lines in Fig. 7). All temperatures are critically high
for most PV components. Thus, a fairer comparison between TC and OC geometries may be obtained by plotting TH values of the TC system at which the
TC efficiency equals the maximum efficiency for the OC system, as a function
12

Figure 7: Dependency on the heat dissipater thermal coefficient for a-Si and CZTS–based
HTEPV cells of the TEG hot-side temperature (a) at maximum HTEPV efficiency for TC
cells (blue line) and (b) at which ηhetpv in TC systems equals ηhetpv,max in OC systems (black
lines).

of heat exchange coefficient (black lined in Fig. 7). Taking for instance Copt =
4, for U > 100 W/m2 K one finds that TH spans between 430 and 440 K for a-Si,
and from 390 to 400 K for CZTS. Both temperature ranges are actually more
reasonable for PV devices. Therefore, OC geometries are to be preferred over
TC-HTEPV as of their capability to achieve a given efficiency while keeping the
PV temperature lower. In addition, since OC systems have smaller exchange
areas at the TEG side, they enable important LCOE reduction due to the high
incidence of heatsink costs on the HTEPV installation cost [53]. Nonetheless,
LCOE is unavoidably increased by the CPC and the additional SSA elements.
Also, the overall system is far bulkier than TC-HTEPV cells, a factor that might
partially limit its usability.
It should be noted that in both OC and TC HTEPV converters the actual feasibility of hybrid solar cells depends however upon key material issues.
Effective sub-bandgap absorbers with a large thermal conductivity are actually needed for TC-HTEPVs, while transparent back contacts are required for
OC-HTEPVs. Thus, in both cases the deployment of HTEPV devices depends
on the availability of materials that meet challenging yet not impossible technological requirements. Effective, almost ideal absorbers are already available
[28, 54], although their thermal conductivity may be improved. Transparent
contacts may require instead a more significant research effort to reach the values of electric resistivity that would enable the actual design of OC-HTEPV
cells. Transparent conductive oxides still lack of the very low resistivity needed
for large current densities to be collected at the PV backside. Very recently, evidence of the usability of highly conductive iodine-doped CuI was put forward
[55]. It is then probably not too optimistic to believe that effort and creativity
might shortly have the way for OC-HTEPV cells to actually compete in PV
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hybridization.
5. Conclusions
We have shown that both HTEPV systems, either in their OC or TC configuration, always result in an increased efficiency with respect to the PV case.
Specifically, the higher is the bandgap of the absorbing material, the higher are
the computed maximum efficiencies, both in single-junction a-Si and in heterojunction CZTS cell. Enhancements are respectively ≈57% and ≈35% in TC
configuration, and ≈42% and ≈24% in OC configurations. Contact-coupled configurations resulted in higher efficiencies due to the more efficient conversion of
waste heat incoming from the PV devices to the TEGs. However, failure or anyway a reduced lifetime might occur due to the too high temperatures that must
be attained to achieve optimal efficiency. Thus, a trade-off has to be reached between efficiency and reliability, accepting suboptimal conversion rates. Instead,
in the OC configurations the PV temperature is more conveniently managed.
This also leads to a remarkable reduction of the heat sink areas – with an
expected reduction of fabrication costs compared to TC-HTEPV. In addition,
the needed volume of thermoelectric materials per unit area also favours OC
over TC systems in both types of PV cells, as a consequence of the smaller
HTEPV fill factors at maximal efficiency. However, the larger size of the the
system along with the additional cost of the CPC unit might balance pros and
cons of TC and OC geometries.
In both OC and TC HTEPV converters the actually feasibility of hybrid
solar cells depends however upon key material issues. Effective sub-bandgap absorbers with a large thermal conductivity are actually needed for TC-HTEPVs,
while transparent back contacts are required for OC-HTEPVs. Thus, in both
cases the deployment of HTEPV devices depends on the availability of materials
that meet challenging yet not impossible technological requirements.
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